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i2Michael Lesar
Chief Rules Review and Directives Branch

Attached are our comments on the Draft Interim Concentration
Averaging Guidance for Waste Determinations Published in the Federal
Register on December 16, 2005 (70 FR 74846) for Docket Nos.
PROJ-0734, PROJ-0735, PROJ-0736, and POOM-32. The enclosure to our
comments is attached to this email.

We recognize that this document is being submitted past the requested
commenting date. However, since a draft Standard Review Plan for
reviewing waste determinations has not been issued, we trust that the
NRC will be able to consider these comments before it issues the
draft SRP for comment. It is with that expectation we are submitting
these comments.

Please contact us if you have any questions.

John Greeves
JTG Consulting

Jim Lieberman
Regulatory and Nuclear Safety Consultant
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April 8, 2006

BY EMAIL
Michael T. Lesar
Chief, Rules Review and Directives Branch
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

SU]3JECT: COMMENTS ON U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
DRAFT INTERIM CONCENTRATION AVERAGING GUIDANCE
(70 FR 74846)
Docket Nos. PROJ-0734, PROJ-0735, PROJ-0736, and POOM-32

The following comments are provided as a result of its review of the NRC draft Interim
Concentration Averaging Guidance (Draft Guidance) that was published in the Federal
Reister at 70 FR 74846 (December 16, 2005). We recognize that this document is being
submitted past the requested commenting date. However, since a draft Standard Review
Plan for reviewing waste determinations has not been issued, we trust that the NRC will
be able to consider these comments before it issues the draft SRP for comment. It is with
that expectation we are submitting these comments.

Existing BTP Guidance

The Commission's regulations at 10 CFR 61.55 (a) (8) provide that "the concentration of a
radionuclide [in waste] may be averaged over the volume of the waste, or weight of the
waste if the units [on the values tabulated in the concentration tables] are expressed as
nanocuries per gram". The draft EIS for Part 61 (NUREG 0782) recognized the need to
average concentration over the contents of a package. For purposes of the generic
evaluation of transportation and disposal impacts, five packages were considered. The
sizes ranged from the 55 gallon drum of 7.5 cubic feet to steel liners (6'x6' right-circular
cylinder) of 170 cubic foot. Included was the commonly used 4'x4'x8' box of 128 cubic
feet. In addressing the averaging provision of Part 61, the NRC's Branch Technical
Position on Concentration Averaging and Encapsulation (BTP) dated January 17, 1995,
provides in section 3.2 that the classification of liquids solidified in a manner to achieve
homogeneity should be based on solidified nuclide activity divided by its volume or weight
of the solidified mass. A homogenous waste type is one which the radionuclides
concentrations are likely to approach uniformity in the context of the intruder scenarios.

The BTP also allows encapsulation. As noted in the BTP encapsulation can mitigate
dispersion of the waste and can provide additional shielding to limit external radiation
fields. If provided to meet the stability requirements of 10 CFR 61.56(b), encapsulation
will limit impacts for exposures. Importantly, as noted in the BTP the amount of credit
allowed for encapsulation needs to be "limited so that extreme measures cannot be taken
solely for the purpose of dilution." There is no dispute that the grout used in DOE tanks
are not being added "solely" for dilution or for classification. The grout is added for
stability of the waste and the container. It protects against the intruder. It is added solely



for safety reasons as explained in DOE's waste determinations that either demonstrate how
the provisions of Section 3116 of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 2005 or
waste incidental to reprocessing provisions of DOE M 435.1-1 are met.

Recommendation

In our view, there needs to be a simple approach that allows both DOE and NRC to
conzlude whether a whether a volume of waste exceeds Class C concentrations. Having
reviewed the Draft Guidance, much of the information appears to be useful. For example
the first three of the five fundamental principals listed are consistent with the intent of
Part 61 and the guidance developed in the 90's. l Avoiding extreme positions, seeking
reasonable well mixed waste forms; and taking credit for reasonable stabilizing and
encapsulating materials is consistent with past experience within the commercial waste
community.

The Draft Guidance provides some examples that are helpful in making waste
determinations (WD's), however some of the examples may be overly restrictive and
conservative. The example that addresses residual contamination on walls is not
consistent with current practice in commercial waste disposal and should be revised
significantly. However, averaging over an entire large tank is not appropriate either.

In our view, what is needed is a principal that states that complying with the
encapsulation that is consistent with currently approved High Integrity Containers
(HIC's) is also acceptable for WD's (e.g., see three attached Certificates of Compliance
for 'HIC's). Currently B and C waste is encapsulated in HIC's that measure in feet not
centimeters. Typically they are three to six feet wide and tall. The volumes approved
range from 100 to 300 cubic feet. Therefore we would propose adding an example that
simply allows DOE to average the volume of encapsulated contamination, transfer
pumps, and diversion boxes that are stabilized and non-dispersible over a size or volume
of the same order of magnitude of current HIC's, i.e., a dimension of 10 feet (e.g., 10 ft,
tall, 10 ft, wide and 10 ft, deep) in a volume of a thousand cubic feet. 2 The guidance
WOuld be simple and implementable both of which are important.

This would be consistent with the existing BTP and disposal practice. What is needed is
a standard size limit to consider averaging. The classification of the waste in the waste
tanks should not vary depending on the location of the waste. If a waste tank was cut up
and disposed of in a commercial disposal site, the encapsulated material would need to be
classified. This would be done by encapsulating the waste in HIC's and averaging the
waste over the volume of the containers even though there might not be mixing in the
traditional sense. The same principles should apply to waste in the tanks. Our approach

' It is noted that principle I differs with the language used in the BTP in that the BTP refers to
extreme measures for the purpose of dilution while the Draft Guidance refers to extreme
measures for the purpose of waste classification.
2 It is our understanding that Hanford is considering using larger containers for disposal of
vitrified low-level waste such as containers of 50 cubic meters ( Our approach is about 28 cubic
meters).
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as described above would have the Draft Guidance modified to allow encapsulation that
is consistent with the order of magnitude of currently approved HIC's. Using this
guidance the equivalent HIC volume would be moved hypothetically throughout the tank
to determine an average concentration as if the tank was being cut up and disposed of in
pieces off site in the equivalent HIC. The highest concentration in any one of these
hypothetical 1000 cubic foot volumes would represent the maximum concentration of
the waste in the tank. The concept is applicable to walls, floor, ceiling, interior piping,
etc. This guidance is straight forward and understandable

This approach takes into consideration the grout added to stabilize the waste as required
by 1.0 CFR 61.56(b) to

ensure that the waste does not structurally degrade and affect overall stability of
the site through slumping, collapse, or other failure of the disposal unit and
therefore lead to water infiltration. Stability is also a factor in limiting exposure
to an inadvertent intruder, since it provides a recognizable and non-dispersible
waste.

It also provides a standard size/volume that can provide a reasonable degree of
homogeneity from the stand point of the intruder which in a tank situation is likely
limited to the drilling scenario and any waste retrieved from such a scenario would likely
be reasonably mixed and uniform by the time the waste was pulled to the surface. It is
also generally consistent with the BTP guidance.3

The proposed approach would simplify DOE's decision process without using an extreme
pos .tion. NRC should not consider this to be an extreme measure as it would be
consistent with what is currently practiced in commercial waste disposal without being
excessively conservative. Such an approach would cut off debate over very precise
numbers which is not warranted. If NRC can't agree with a dimension of 10 feet in a
volume of 1000 cubic feet, NRC should provide an alternative figure, but it has to be
consistent with the order of what is authorized for commercial waste disposal sites. NRC
could consider proposing a smaller container such as a 55 gallon drum that is in the order
of 10 cubic feet. The drum container is referenced in the existing BTP and the EIS for
Part 61. However, it is considerably smaller than existing HIC's. If this approach is not
accepted NRC should explain why volumes in the order of HIC's are not acceptable.

Consequently, we propose:

3 It is recognized under our proposal that the ratio of the initial waste to the mixture of waste
could be greater than the one to ten ratio proposed in the Draft Guidance. However, as the factor
of 10) is not required by 10 CFR 61.55(a)(8); it is only guidance and it is not a binding
requirement. Other ratios can be considered if justified. Additional stabilizing material should be
considered as waste in a computation under that section if it can be demonstrated that such
material is stabilizing and containing the waste, but not being added merely for the purpose of
dilui ing the waste.
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1) Removing the last sentence in the third paragraph in Category 2 referring to standard
volumes as this sentence is inconsistent with our proposed new example 2-2; and

2) Providing an example using a standard volume for performing averaging calculation
comparable to a large disposal container, specifically:

Example 2-2: A tank contains an unevenly distributed residual waste. The
maximum amount of waste (including waste on floor, internals, and the tank
itself) in any one thousand cubic feet volume (10 ft w, 10 ft d, 10 ft h) is based or,
the tank waste divided by the representative volume of the container (i.e., 1000
cubic feet).

Respectively submitted,

signed

John Greeves
JTGY Consulting
12 E 3rd Street
Frederick, Maryland 21701

signed

Jim Lieberman
Regulatory and Nuclear Safety Consultant
11804 Rosalinda Drive
Potomac, Maryland 20854

Enclosures: Certificates of Compliances
PLOOI, PLOO5, and PLO12

cc: Anna Bradford, NRC
Scott Flanders, NRC
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radioactive wY9 arctiv ' License No. 097.

General Desiagn:

The design, materials, containers shall conform to the
specification and analysis which has received approval of the Department including:

A. Polyethylene High Integrity Container Specification: ES-C-007, Rev. 2

B. CNSI Polyethylene HIC Passive Vent Design, RA-0461-5, September 30, 198';.

C. Corrugated Top HIC Test Report, RA-0304-7, May 14, 1987

D. Duratek/CNS Drawings

1) C-003-001456-001, Rev. 0, HIC Vent



January 29, 2004
DHEC-HIC-PL-001, Amendment Z
Page 2 of 7

2) C-003-001456-002, Rev.1, Poly HIC CRM Closure System
3) C-003-001456-003, Rev.0, Poly HIC Vent Installation
4) C-003-001456-004, Rev.1, Corrugated Top HIC
5) C-003-001456-007, Rev. 1, Poly I-HC CRM Flat Bottom Liner
6) C-038-044114-001, Rev. 2, PL-14-170 Stackable Liner Shell with

Forklift Risers.
7) C-038-166003-001 2 ev .lStapkable HIC Liner Shell
8) C-038-16600p WlLiner Shell with Forklift
9) C-038-1 Stackable Liner Sh

Risers
ell with

26) C -044 2 -04 Cask Liner
27) C-340-D-6349, Rev. W4'r9avy Steel Shell Details

E. Correspondence from CNS dated June 29,2000, regarding the weight increase fcr the
PL 6-80 container.

F. Correspondence from CNS dated July21,2000, regarding the PL 10-160C container.

3. Applicable Approved Containers:

This certificate shall apply to the following identified containers:



January 29, 2004
DHEC-HIC-PL-001, Amendment Z
Page 3 of 7

A. Smooth Top Solidification Liners:

* 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

B.

PL 1-50
PL 6-80
PL 7-100
PL 8-120
PL 10-160

6) PL 14-150
7) PL 14-170
8) PL 14-195
9) PL 21-300

4.

DTK Procedure DTK-QA-0j Assurance Trend Analysis

5. User Requirements:

Use of this container shall be in accordance with the latest approved revision of Chem-
Nuclear Operating Procedure FO-AD-002, Rev.30, Operating Guidelines for Use of
Polyethylene High Integrity Containers.



January 28, 2004
DHEC-HIC-PL-00 1, Amendment. Z
Page 4 of 7

6. Specific Limitations:

The following specific limitations for the containers described and identified in this
certificate shall apply and be strictly adhered to:

A. Free Standing Liquid: Any free standing liquid must be non-corrosive and less- than
one percent (1 %) by waste v

B. Radiation: Aad (ply) maximum integrated
dose to the tur4 ciifi e Nkesins exceeds 350 jtCi/cc
of isoto e atlr A b9p & ust be provided which

shows;a ot exceed 1.0 x lo,
radst4)•'

C. C d Orgi en <@troc cals, con ntrat x, xd other chenicals
Sphin 4  n v . 3S re not Rag\o be introduced

1e Font e contn Uect

D. A: ad coa:cTts hepr;abek ow 170 S'andling, lifting,

E. 2(xwspu rr

F.



Januaiy 28, 2004
DHEC-:'HIC-PL-001, Amendment. Z
Page 5 of 7

(1J.

i.

Liner Model Dewatered Liner Solidification Liner
Weight (Ibs.) Weight (Ibs.)

PL 14-150 9,500 16,000

PL 14-170 10,800 18,000

PL 14-195 19,000

PL 14-215 -- _.._ -------

PL 14-2,2' 4 ' 1 i

PLj- --- _--

c a g d repr tion 2, General

B I"t nF idl be as ol o forthepurpose
§ 'hemN ci 'cense criteria.

l7T~nte na X )ijsp~sa1 Volume
PL s ' >ic 5 7//ubic Feet

PL 1-50N 52.8

PL 4-85R > ^ 1 .83.6

PL 6-80 it83.4

PL 6-80R 73.3 83.4

PL 7-100 78.0 94.4

PL 7-1OOR 68.9 94.4

PL 8-120 107.6 120.3

PL 8-120R 107.6 120.3



January 28, 2004
DHEC-HIC-PL-001, Amendment Z
Page 6 of7

Container Model Internal Volume Disposal Volume
Cubic Feet Cubic Feet

PL 10-160N 125.4 141.0

PL 10-160C 129.8 145.8

PL 10- 1 60NR -141.0

PL 10-160CR/yJS 145.8

PL 14-15* 4- 154.1

PL li/; A\ 170.8
PLk(~ 44NA,\l~.
P \\ Glg0\94.1

-95R 4.1

ipX d ' I ,b 5.8

\2 ,'9,314 2

The High Inte g waste forms (Classes A, B,
and C):

I.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Dewatered bead resins, powdered resins, and diatomaceous earth
Compressible and noncompressible solid waste
Filter elements and cartridges
Solidified resins, sludges, and liquid waste
Incinerator ash, residuals, or equivalent waste which has been rendered non-.
dispersable in a binding matrix

J. Waste such as mechanical or cartridge filters, scrap, or other sharp objects placed in.
the container shall not cause internal damage to the container nor shift about during
transportation and handling. All voids shall be filled.

__ -



January 28, 2004
DHEC-HIC-PL-001, Amendment Z
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Any modifications or changes of the container design, materials or usage are subject to prior
approval of the Department.

This approval is contingent and does not constitute a final determination by the Department.
These containers will be subjected to further evaluations and assessed for their integrity and
ability to meet all specified conditions aiidcrieria.

are necessary, appropriate
,Certificate is subject to
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D H E C South Carolina Department of
Health and Environmental Control

mNN M -Bureau of Land & Waste Management
PROIMOTE PROTE'CT PROSPER

Soutk Carolina DepanmentofHeaith
und Environmcmna Control

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

High Integrity Container

AMENDMENT N TO:

ISSUED TO:

DHEC-IHC-PL-005

RWE NUKEM CORPORATION
Columbia, SC

TO AMEND: Certificate of Compliance DHEC-HIC-PL-005 in its entirety to read:

1. Application:

This certificate is applicable to containers specified below foruse at Chem-Nuclear Systems
LLC burial facility at Barnwell, South Carolina for containment and disposal of low-level
radioactive waste as specified in South Carolina Radioactive Material License No. 097.

2. General Design:

The design, materials, manufacture and use of the containers shall conform to the
specification and analysis which have received approval of the Department or the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Conmmission including the latest revision of:

A. Design Fabrication and Testing submittal, STD-D-03-001.

B. Fabrication Specification for the RADLOK®I-100, -179, -195, -200, and -500 :'igh
Integrity Containers, STD-S-03-005.

C. User's Manual for the SEG RADLOK® Series High Integrity Container, STD-D-03-
023.

D. Drawings:

1) P-163 (RADLOK®-1 00) Container Assembly, STD-03-003.

2) RADLOK0 -179 and -195 Container Assemblies, STD-03-140.

3) P-163 (RADLOK®-100) User Drawing, STD-03-007.
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4) P-163 (RADLOK®9-100) Lifting Mechanism, STD-03-004.

5) P-163 (RADLOKO-100) Lifting Mechanism with GrappleBeamLugs, STD-
03-066.

6) RADLOK® Large Opening Manway Assembly, STD-03-049.

7) RADLOKO Fill Port Closure Assembly, STD-03-060.

8) RADLOK®-179 (P-179) & 195 (P-195) Standard Lifting Mechanism, STD-
03-137.

9) P-179 (RADLOK(D-179) & P-195 (RADLOKO-195) UserDrawing, STD-03-
147..

E. P-179 (RADLOKO-179) Structural Analysis, as amended October 26,1992, ST)-C-
03-013.

F. P-195 (RADLOKO-195) Structural Analysis, as amended October26, 1992, ST)-C-
03-024.

G. P-179 (RADLOKO-179) & P-195 (RADLOKO-195) Compression Test Report, STD-
R-03-015.

H. P-179 (RADLOK®-179) & P-195 (RADLOK®-195) Drop Test, STD-R-03-016;.

I. Drop Test Report for P-195 (RADLOKe®-195) with Solidified Contents, STD-R-03-
018.

3. Applicable Approved Containers:

This Certificate shall apply to the P-i 63 (RADLOKO-1 00), P-1 79 (RADLOK--179), arnd P-
195 (RADLOK®-195) High Integrity Containers.

4. Quality Assurance:

The containers shall be manufactured, stored and used in accordance with:

A. SEG Quality Management System Manual.

5. User Requirements:

Use of this container shall be in accordance with the "User's Manual for the SEG RADLOKO
Series High Integrity Container", STD-D-03-023.



6. Specific Limitations:

The following specific limitations for the containers described and identified in this
Certificate shall apply and be strictly adhered to:

A. Free Standing Liquid: Any free standing liquid must be non-corrosive and less than
one-percent (1%) by waste volume.

B. Radiation: The specified activity of dewatered resins shall not exceed 350 uCi/hc of
isotopes having greater than five year half-lives. Other waste forms shall not exceed
I.0x1 08 rads (P-y) maximum integrated dose to the container.

C. Chemicals: Organic solvents, petrochemicals, concentrated acid and other chemicals
specified in the User's Manual for the SEG RADLOK®5 Series High Integrity
Container, STD-D-03-023, are not allowed to be introduced into the container, nor
the container subjected to these materials.

D. Thermal Restrictions: The container and contents must be kept below 170TF for
handling, lifting, and disposal. At no time can the container be subjected to
temperatures in excess of 2000 F due to a process or its contents.

E. Ultraviolet: The containers shall not be stored in such a way as to cause exposure to
sunlight or other ultraviolet radiation to exceed one (1) year.

F. Weight: The gross weight of the container and contents shall not exceed the values
in the following table at any time.

Empty Weight Max. Total Weight
Container (pounds) (pounds)

P-163 (RADLOKO-100) 695 10,500
P-179 (RADLOKO-179) 1090 18,500
P-195 (RADLOKO-195) *1150 18,500

G. Vent: A passive vent as per applicable drawings and reports of Section 2, Gerneral
Design, is mandatory.

H. Volumes: The disposal volume for each container shall be as follows for the purpose
of burial records. The internal volume shall be for Chem-Nuclear License criteria.

Container Internal Volume Disposal Volume
Model Cubic Feet Cubic Feet

P-163 (RADLOKO-100) 125.7 163.3
P-179 (RADLOKO-179) 156.8 179.4
P-195 (RADLOKO-195) 172.9 195.7



I. The high integrity container is limited to the following waste forms (Classes .A, B
and C):

(1) Dewatered bead resins, powdered resin, and diatomaceous earth
(2) Compressible and noncompressible solid waste
(3) Filter elements and cartridges
(4) Solidified resins, sludges, and liquid waste
(5) Incinerator ash, residuals, or equivalent waste which has been rendered non-

dispersable in a binding matrix

J. Waste such as mechanical or cartridge filters, scrap, or other sharp objects placed in
the container shall be packaged in a manner in which during handling and
transportation the integrity of the container is not altered. This can be achieved by
using a fill material around these waste forms.

Any modifications or changes of the container design, materials or usage are subject to prior
approval by the Department. The latest approved revisions are found in Attachment 1.

This approval is contingent and does not constitute a final determination by the Department. These
containers will be subjected to further evaluations and assessed for their integrity and ability to meet
all specified conditions and criteria. Should such an evaluation determine that additional
requirements are necessary, appropriate modifications shall be made before their continued use. This
Certificate is subject to revocation if warranted.

For the South Carolina Department
of Health and Environmental Control

Issue Date May 31. 2003 By__ __________
Henry J. Porter, Assistant Director
Division Waste Management
Bureau of Land & Waste Management
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and analysis wluon nau ,n., ,
A. NUIPAC Crosslinked Polyethylene High Integrity Containers, Sections 1.0, 2.0,3.0,4.0,

and 5 .0. c'a !T -nn pnjvethYv ene

B. NUPAC Fabrication SpecificationforN. AC ServicesEnvflrOl¢eu i..-l-'-- ,-- -. Vg04-NS.
High Integnity U0vj11-.l1-Y - -_L~ ercsC-~oytyon

C. Hlandling, Shipping and StorageProcedures for heNUPAC Services CI~FOQPolyetyl~neHih ntgrt -o~u' ~*
D iG fd Integrity Container, 0M._D . Ujsers Guide for the NUPAC Crosslinked Polyethylene High netyCtaerOMl6

NS. ..- . -1.+otPn uipy Iteglity
PE. Off-Loading Procedure for NIJPAC CL-200 Crosslinked k'O1YeLLL.YIL, .- 4--Container, H-l 9-NS.
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F^. General Procedure for Compression Test, High Integrity Container, LOT-I I -NS.

43. Drop Test forNUPAC CL-200 Crosslinked PolyethyleneHigh Integrity Container, DT-02-
NS.

HI. Drawings:

1) Vectra High Integrity Containerf 4,O;Yolyethylene, X-20-230D, Sheets 1-6., Rev.
AA. (VECTRA DxŽ

2) Fabrcati ro*th Grapple Ring C-220-
320,(

3) Fabp. sse b EL-142, E•OadEo c Load Collar with
Gi 2-tiona1 lf tion). (VECTRA

4) fion a nblyofE 2d E 'Rings Grapple, WS-

5) IC220 -0002,

6) NI 0Re k a ontainer CL-200

7) NN0aiava l n t -, gonta nner Assembly
8) NN0l-0 } 5 temalslFabrication and

9) NNO1-03-103 B r i ng Filter Fabrication and

10) NNO1-03-104, Rev. 1 CTModified ICClosureToolFabrication
and Assembly

11) NNO1-03-105, Rev. 3 Naval LPRCT Modified Lid for Resin Transfer
Fabrication and Assembly

1. Analysis of option T304 stainless steel strapping as the lifting harness for polyethylene
HIC's presented in submittal to our office on February 8, 1994.

J. ES-020, Rev. 0, Engineering Specification for Cross-linked Polyethylene forHigh Integrity
Containers

3. Applicable Approved Containers:

This certificate shall apply to the following Polyethylene High Integrity Containers:



12/22:/2003
DHEC-1-lIC-PL-01 2, Amendment R
Pagc 3 of 6

1) NUPAC EL-50
2) NUPAC EL-142
3) NUPAC EL-190
4) NUPAC EL-210

NOTE,: This certificate applies to the above containers with or without optional lift/grapple ring
configuration.

4. Quality Assurance:
N

The containers shall a c with the latest Departnent
approved revision , dit

A. 10 CFR 7 aCss eram for, Pdiated Fuel, High
Level) I tA 7 ye.l

B. Tencogt& amitPrplies t e High Integrity

C. LowL00 s d Polyethylene

D. Percent tyJfnta irosslinM v li eJi egrit grontaiiiers,
-4 ~

E. General Pro\tekWJ5.

F. Fabrication Spe w, for NUPA Envi-00 Polyethylene IHigh
Integrity Containess ,

G. Handling, Shipping and Storage theNUPAC Services CL-200 Polyethyiene
High Integrity Containers, H-18-NS.

H. Users Guide for the NUPAC Crosslinked Polyethylene High Integrity Container, OM.1 6-
NS.

I. Off-Loading Procedure for NUPAC CL-200 Crosslinked Polyethylene High Integrity
Container, H-i 9-NS.

J. NUPAC Crosslinked Polyethylene High Integrity Container, Section 10.0.

K. VECTRA Technologies, Inc. Quality Assurance Manual, Rev. 0, 117/94.

5. User Requirements:
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lJse of this container shall be in accordance with the latest Department approved revision of the
J]ollowing:

A. Handling, Shipping and Storage Procedures for the NUPAC Services CL-200 Polyethylene
High Integrity Containers, H-1 8-NS.

13. Users Guide for the NUPAC Crosslinked Polyethylene High Integrity Container, OM-16-
NS.

C. Off-Loading P NM2 I tol Polyethylene High Integrity
Container, H-l9/t/

6. Specific L imita ,,,i

The followin CijvT igh Integrity identified in the
Certificate sliyiti''

A. Free Squid: eest ing corr less one-
percen {o) watv tune.~ j

EB. Radiatd3 t/Xc 3 ofisotopes
having 1.0 x 1 08 rads(

C. Chemicals. b r ,q lntgd oche neat nd other chemicals
specified in AbIi d i l ed PolyethylenelHigh
Integrity Contax'i1 M -l6-NS ;' * to be intr into the container, nor
the container sutse m eti _

D. Thermal: The containes above 170TF or below -40&F.

E. Ultraviolet: The containers must be stored with black plastic wrapping intact at all tirres,
unless indoor storage is provided. In no case shall a container be exposed to sunlight or
other ultraviolet radiation to exceed one (1) year.
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following table at any time. Payload density must not exceed 92 pounds per cubic feet:

Solidification polyethylene HICs with a minimum 600 horizontal sling lift angle.

Container Empty Weight Max. Total Lift Apparatus
(Ibs) Weight(lbs) Capacity (Ib5)

NUPAC EL-142 8 T 11,250 15,837

_ 18 l,429
NUPAC EL-190 18X429

NUPAC E1,7}.A0 18,429

Non-solidiibcah1 e L e a tin 1it angleion.

Contanr ot ight i Apparatus
ta:' i' ,~4&0bs .~(~s$\ \"i~iacity (lbs.)

NUPAC E600 4,200

NUPAC EIS142 650 8,250 8,5

NUP_ _ / 800 16,500

NUPA 6C E 101 900 13,00 16,500

Non-solidificat , ehlene t orizontal s Cf nl.

Container EijttiWegt Lift Apparatus

- (ibs) Capacity (Ibs)

NPAC EL_5_500 4,2004,200

NUPAC EI,14 650 8,2508,250

NUPAC EL-190 800 11,950 16,500

NUPAC EL-21 0 900 13,000 16,500

G. Waste such as mechanical or cartridge filters, scrap or other sharp objects placed in the
container shall not cause internal damage to the container nor shift about during
transportation and handling. All voids shall be filled.
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H4. Volumes: The disposal volume for each container shall be as follows for the purpose of
burial records. The internal volume shall be for Chem-Nuclear License criteria.

This approval is contingintcfi n/consibte a l ' "iination by the Department.
These containers will be stfyi-a assessed for their integrity and
ability to meet all specified conditioie craShould such an evaluation determine that
additional requirements are necessary, appropriate modifications shall be made before their
continued use. This Certificate is subject to revocation if warranted.

For the South Carolina Department
of Health and Environmental Control

Issue Date: December 19, 2003 By: ; 4 '-7 1
Henry J. P er, Assistant Dfrector
Division of Waste Management
Bureau of Land & Waste Management


